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      “No Mow May” @ Lyonshall showing the display of wild flowers in 2021.

 
   Lyonshall Parish Church & ‘The Tramway Wharf’ showing the ‘Forget-me-nots’ & ‘Cow Parsley’.  

It was difficult to know what to make of May this year. The weather was remarkable – cold 

and very wet for most of the time but with a sudden burst of sunshine at the end. 

Naturalists all over Britain remarked on wildflowers that opened early but also on flowers 

that opened late! Some of those which opened early benefited from the cold by lasting much 

longer than usual; some of those which opened late did so incredibly quickly – you could 

almost see them grow and hear the buds expanding. There was a shortage of most kinds of 

insects but an excess of aphids and St. Mark’s Flies (see below). The small garden birds 

were busier and more vocal than ever; but the summer migrants have not yet returned in 

their usual numbers. “One Swallow doesn’t make a Summer!” -  So how many Swallows do 

we need to see in Lyonshall before we can say with confidence “Summer’s here” ?  And how 

does that relate, if at all, to the single observation on which there seems to be a widespread 

agreement – that the Ash trees have been exceptionally late in coming into leaf this year? 

 

         
                            ‘Lower Fishpool’ – Early May.                     ‘Upper Fishpool’ - Late May. 
 

Many contributors felt they hadn’t seen very much and I join them in that opinion. However 

when the rain is beating down and a small gale’s blowing one tends not to hang about 

outdoors looking for wildlife! 

 



And then there’s “climate change ”.... (I’ve been warned-off not to be “so political” so 

members of the Flat Earth Society and Little Green Men from Mars, please do not read on!)  

Scientific opinion is almost unanimous in believing that the Earth’s climate is changing but 

the causes, the duration and the long-term effects are still debated. We can only observe 

the climate change impact and, hopefully, help to mitigate its effect. 

 

And so to “No Mow May” 

 

You will remember that the call went out across the UK from Plantlife  and other 

conservation bodies to put away our Mowers and Strimmers for the month of May and allow 

roadside verges, lawns and patches of green space to grow, thus giving a rich variety of 

wild-flower species time and space to spread, pollinate and set seed and provide 

nourishment and shelter to many insects. Of course, this was entirely voluntary; some 

people preferred to have a neat strip of grass outside their doors and some local authorities 

were wary of overgrown areas at road junctions etc.  However I was delighted to have an 

excuse not to mow and even more delighted to see the plants that sprang up “from 

nowhere” around the parish.  The photographic ‘masthead’  above, showing The Church, 

The Local Wildlife Site [LWS # ] in the churchyard and the old Tram-road Wharf [c.1820-62]  

area and the verges by the A44, was taken early in May. The Parish churchyard is full of 

Forget-me-Nots and the A44 roadsides are a veritable froth of Cow Parsley  [see below] this 

year’. 

    
 

Other flowers which appeared on the verges and un-mown patches of grass for the first 

time in ages - or in far greater numbers than usual - this May included: 

 

    
            Alkanet.             [                 <-                Assorted Buttercups               ->                  ]          Wild Cabbage.  

Alkanet (Pentaglottis sempervirens) with bright blue flowers individually similar to those of a 

Forget-me-Not but on plants about ten times larger. When not in flower, it’s quite dull but 

this year there was a wonderful display for a short while by the A44. 

Buttercups (Ranunculus species).  I used to think of Buttercups as just one variety of plant. I 

was wrong. Botanists tell us there are several species of which we have at least two, possibly 

three, of the more common ones in Lyonshall. The two I have definitely identified are the 

Creeping Buttercup (Ranunculus repens) and the Meadow Buttercup (Ranunculus acris); both 



are abundant in the fields and orchards. The one I am uncertain about is the Bulbous 

Buttercup (Ranunculus bulbosus) which is also “abundant in dry pastures”; the keys to 

specific identification lie in whether or not the flower has reflexed sepals and, as its name 

suggests, whether or not the plant is growing from a small bulb “like a spring onion”. In a 

meadowful of Buttercups sepal scrutiny is difficult and I’m certainly not going to root the 

plants up to see whether or not they are bulbous! 

Wild Cabbage (Brassica oleracea) was recorded as native to “sea-cliffs in England and Wales” 

and the ancestor of some of our cultivated cabbages from the sixteenth century onwards. 

Nowadays, as evidenced here in Lyonshall, these large but solitary plants can spring up well 

inland! This is the first year in which I have noticed just a few handsome specimens at a 

considerable distance from one another by the side of the main A44 road. 

 

                 
                        Plantain,          Silverweed,                                  Speedwell.  

Ribwort Plantain (Plantago lanceolata). Whenever I say “plantain” some people think I’m 

talking about bananas! This small plant couldn’t be more different!  It is a very tough, sturdy 

little weed which, with its brown cone-shaped flower heads surrounded by coronets of 

yellow stamens, is unusually pretty. I see a few every year but this May it “went mad”, 

including covering the bank up to the Memorial Hall on the A480 as never before.  

Silverweed (Potentilla anserina) is not actually a buttercup or a celandine although its flower 

is similar. The lovely silver-backed leaves give the plant its name. Although I have seen a 

few plants here every year, this is the first year in which I have noticed them by the road-

side. 

Germander Speedwell (Veronica chamaedrys) I know I’ve talked about Speedwell before. I’m 

not fixated – honest! – but they’ve never been such a brilliant blue and as plentiful as they 

were this May. 

And a few words about ‘Grass’. I have been musing about how we talk about “grass” in 

public spaces, on our lawns and in the fields – “Keep off the grass”, “Cut the grass”, “The 

grass is looking dry” etc. etc. as though “Grass” was all the same. We only start talking about 

“Grasses” in the plural when we are thinking of buying ornamental plants from the garden 

centre.  Sub-consciously we may be aware that there are different sorts of lawn-seed, 

varying in texture and durability, but otherwise we tend not to give native “grasses” a 

second thought!  Which is a pity, because there is quite a variety... This “No Mow May” I have 

identified three in the little patch alongside the A480 which is our own “wildflower garden” -

- Cocksfoot, Meadow Fescue and Timothy Grass: 

 

Cocksfoot (Dactylis glomerata)  is a strong, tall grass which my reference book assures me 

is “valuable grazing”; it is due to come fully into flower in June. 

Meadow Fescue (Festuca pratensis) is more elegant but less distinctive (i.e. I may have got 

this one wrong!) and is also due to flower fully in June. 



             
                        Cocksfoot,                   Meadow Fescue,             Timothy Grass. 

Timothy Grass (Phleum pratense) is easily recognised by its other common name of “Cat’s 

Tail”.  It’s a “fun” grass, not especially useful but quite harmless! That was fully in flower in 

late May although the book still predicts June. 

There are dozens of other British grasses, fiendishly difficult to identify but I shall `have a 

go’ with the ones I see, especially since many have the most amazing common names. 

Thanks, “No Mow May”, for drawing my attention to this bit of botany I hadn’t previously 

appreciated. 

 

Before leaving the subject of `No Mow May’ entirely, two notes from professional writers in 

May issues of The Times are worth passing on. The first comments on the importance of 

retaining Dandelions – “Destroying dandelions starves not only many bees, butterflies and 

hoverflies but also the goldfinches and sparrows that feed on dandelion seeds.”  The second 

refers to a recent study by the University of Exeter, published in the journal “Landscape and 

Urban Planning”, which noted that roadside verges make up about 1,000 square miles (1.2% 

of the land in Britain) “an area the size of Dorset” and “could be managed to help wildlife 

such as bees, flowers and trees to thrive”. (The study does acknowledge that “Some parts of 

verges need to be mown regularly for safety” – it is sensible at road junctions for example.) 

 

I shall look forward to `No Mow May’ next year. 

 

Skunk Cabbage 

Following the photo of American Skunk Cabbage seen at Lynhales which we showed 

recently, a word of warning! As if reading this Diary (which I’m sure they are not!), the Royal 

Horticultural Society (RHS) issued a statement in early May asking gardeners not to plant 

American Skunk Cabbage as it is now spreading invasively through the Wye Valley. The RHS 

themselves have removed it from their gardens and their website. It is spread when people 

dump plants and the seeds are carried by streams, birds and animals and it is already 

crowding out native plants in Scotland, the Lake District and the New Forest. Owners are 

advised to cut off the flower heads before they go to seed and burn them. Everything has a 

down-side!   

 

More about Trees 

I have already commented on leaf-break among the native trees this year, particularly the 

seeming slowness of the Ashes to come into leaf. However I was pleased to notice that 

another of my observations (also made by a visiting friend from Sussex last weekend – yes 

visitors are allowed again at last! ) has been endorsed. I am not the only person who thinks 

that the colour of the young leaves has been “particularly striking”, particularly the green of 



the Beeches and the golden-green of the Oaks. Is it really due to a change in the chlorophyll 

take-up or just an emotional “sigh of relief” as people `imprisoned’ by the pandemic finally 

get out into the sunshine? Whichever it is, it’s welcome. 

Another little observation...Longer-term readers may recall the “lenticels” identified on the  

lumpy trunk of a Bird Cherry on the old railway track-bed. This year, I think for the first time 

in 10 years or so, some of these have sprouted small stems of three or four leaves. The 

effect is strangely decorative but looks unreal! I hope to further investigate the biology with 

the experts. 

 

                    
            Bird Cherry trunk.                       ‘ Midland May ’.                                      ‘May’ blossom. 

  

And finally ‘May’ (Hawthorn blossom).  It wouldn’t be May without ‘May’ but this year it was 

so late in coming out that I almost postponed describing it until June! (Last year I noted how 

early it was!)  I thought that the distinctive pink ‘Midland May’ (between the Upper Fishpool 

Orchard and the A44 roadside) had been totally destroyed in the March tree-felling 

mentioned in earlier issues but I am glad to see that a small piece remains. Other ‘May’ 

blossom, from creamy white through a range of pinks to red, is full and exuberant and the 

air is heavy with its rich scent – you can’t get that on a screen! 

 

Perry Pear Trees 

The latest photos in Isobel’s monthly profile of the old Perry Pears near the Memorial Hall 

show that the wind and rain of May quickly cleared them of their remaining blossom. 

Nevertheless they are elegant and dignified trees, part of our farming heritage and well 

worthy of their Woodland Trust recognition as “Ancient” and “Notable” trees. 

 

             
                            Isobel’s Perry Pears in May 2021 © Isobel H.                         &      again in May 2021 -  Julia E. 



Where Have all the Insects Gone? 

A secondary purpose in wild-flower plant and tree conservation is the encouragement of 

insects – as pollinators and predators, feed-stock for birds and small mammals, the 

baseline for all ecosystems, the “crawling, buzzing swarms of bugs...that live on or around 

Britain” (Bugs Brittanica, Peter Marren and Richard Mabey, pub. Chatto & Windus, London 

2010).  This time last year I could list Butterflies and Moths, Beetles and Bees, Flies and 

Dragonflies among Lyonshall’s “crawling, buzzing swarms”; this year – almost nothing. A 

solitary Cockchafer buzzed and rumbled into the bedroom late one night and was duly 

removed again. Buff-tailed Bumblebees have been with us since the winter and are still 

around. A few Wasps have emerged and the occasional Housefly, there are Woodlice and 

Ants under the stones and the odd white and Orange Tip Butterfly flutters past. Otherwise 

everything appears unnaturally clean and the plants are un-chewed. I am grateful to the 

Spencers at Holme Marsh for the only insect information received (on ‘St. Mark’s Fly’) and 

the only insect photo – this fabulous photo of a White-tailed Bumblebee on a Lupin flower. 

 

       
                Bumble Bee © Debbie & Nick S.                         St Mark’s Fly  -  image. 

 

The St.Mark’s Fly (Bibio marci ) is so-called because it allegedly emerges on St. Mark’s Day 

(April 21 or 25, depending on your reference source) but like other flora and fauna it was 

late this year.  However, I’m told that when it finally emerged in May it arrived in large 

numbers from the roots of wet grass in which the larvae live. It’s a tiny black fly, a little over 

a centimetre in length, which is “noted for its aimless, chaotic flight over marshy ground” 

and quite common in wetlands (hence its Holme Marsh habitat). It is harmless and a good 

pollinator of fruit trees but much-fancied by trout and therefore much-imitated by fly- 

fishermen! 

 

Birds 

From `insects’ there’s a sort-of-logical progression to `birds’, especially those for whom 

insects form the main or sole part of their diet. So to start with the summer migrants... 

The nearest House Martins recorded this May were in New Radnor; Swallows have been seen 

and some are nesting here, as noted in April; but the Swifts present a conundrum. I 

mentioned a pair seen over the village at the end of April. This month a pair has been seen 

at Holme Marsh, a pair has been seen over Lyonshall Nurseries and a pair has again been 

seen over the village. The same pair each time?  I defy anyone to convince me that they can 

differentiate between one pair of Swifts in flight and another!   The only comments I can add 

to the Swift saga are a) I’m told they are unusual at Holme Marsh and b) no-one here has 

reported the large flocks of Swifts seen in previous years and said to have arrived this May in 

the south of England. 



However, we do have a Cuckoo – heard on the 12th of the month, so we will declare 

arbitrarily that May 12th is the Lyonshall Start of Summer 2021  [despite the fact that the 

Cuckoo must have found West Herefordshire a bit chilly by comparison with its departure-

point in north Africa]. Cuckoos are solitary birds so I would not expect to hear or see more 

than one pair in the area. 

Another arrival from Africa is a Redstart, seen at Holme Marsh on the 25th. These elegant 

little birds are similar to a Robin in size and colouring but slimmer and with their russet 

breasts more widely spread. Redstarts are essentially woodland birds and, of course, 

Lyonshall and Holme Marsh have some large patches of Ancient Woodland even though we 

tend to think of the area as “open countryside”. 

I also envy Holme Marsh and residents in the more distant parts of The Parish who tell me 

they have heard Skylarks, which are one of the most inspirational British birds – hence the 

continuing popularity of Vaughan Williams’ The Lark Ascending   among classical music 

lovers. 

The other bird sightings have mainly been small residents – a Goldcrest pecking at a window 

for insects, a Goldfinch investigating a garden, a Bullfinch in bright mating plumage, and 

Wrens which are ever-present defending their territory up here on the old railway track but 

much less common in the village centre. We tend to “take them for granted” and it is useful 

to see familiar birds with fresh eyes – so a contributor describes a Wren as “the cutest little 

rotund, chestnut coloured specimen...with a sweet pointed beak and proud tail.” “Sweet 

pointed beak” indeed – with which it can inflict a sharp and deadly peck on a rival; and have 

you come across recent reports on how aggressive Blue Tits can be? I would hesitate to 

bother the NHS with injuries received from a Blue Tit but it’s not impossible! 

Finally on the subject of small birds, one of the most delightful photos received this month 

was from contributors in Burgage Close – a Chaffinch chick which wandered in to inspect a 

very human music collection!  Is it planning to become the smallest and youngest “Elvis-

impersonator” ever? 

 
 ‘Chorus chic’ - © Dinah & Dave A. 

There have been no new contributions or sightings relating to larger birds and raptors. 

 

No Amphibians, Reptiles or Fish reports either. So let’s... 

 

Move on to Mammals 

Put yourself into the mindset of a “townie” and then be glad that you’re a “rustic”! ☺ 

Thousands of townies during this pandemic, when allowed out, have discovered the joys of 

the countryside. 



They are hearing birdsong as never before; they are buying patches of woodland so that 

they can refresh their spirits by “communing with nature”; and they are enjoying closer 

awareness of mammals, including those which don’t feature on every televised wildlife 

programme because they are commonplace [like Brown rats] , at least to us in North West 

Herefordshire.  Note, also, the big increase in farming programmes on television. These 

aren’t designed to tell farmers how to farm; they show non-farmers some of the joys of 

farming life, hint at the down-side and extend understanding among viewers. The stars of 

these shows are the livestock, from Alpacas to Water Buffalo via Cows, Pigs and Sheep – the 

economics of oil-seed rape simply don’t compare televisually! Suddenly an awareness of “all 

things countryside” is extending to people who don’t live there. For the most part that is a 

good thing; we country-dwellers shouldn’t take the joy of living among a large range of 

non-human and non-domesticated mammals for granted. 

And I am as guilty as anyone of putting ‘wild’ animals and ‘farm’ animals into separate 

categories as though, in the general appreciation of mammals and of the countryside, they 

are completely different. However I have just rapped myself on the knuckles!  Below are 

three photographs received this May which all remind me why I choose to live in Lyonshall: 

 

                  
‘Shifty Squirrel’ © Debbie E.       ‘Hern’s  Herefords’ © Dinah & David A.    ‘Sheep shelter’ © Jennifer & Eric H. 

These are not rare species and are not doing anything unexpected but don’t they all make 

you smile quietly to yourself?   We are so lucky to live here!  ☺ 

 

We have had no strange mammal sightings this month (just Rabbits, Rats and a single Roe 

Deer) and so we have nothing new to say about the local fauna, so I shall simply let the 

photos give you pleasure. 

 

And finally Fungi 

 

As many Country Diary readers will know, I’m a bit of a fungi-fanatic. So I was very pleased 

to receive a photo of a magnificent “Dryad’s Saddle” on Lynhales Drive Bridleway (How 

appropriate!), footpath reference LZ4, early in May.  A week or so later I got another photo 

which looked rather familiar. Then a third, from newcomers to the Village. And lastly – yes, 

you’ve guessed it! – a fourth photo of this giant fungus! They are all excellent pictures and 

some are from slightly different angles so the Lynhales Drive “Dryad’s Saddle” is our:  

 

“Featured Fantastic Fungus” - May 2021. 
 



       
         No.1 - 21st May.                 No.2 - 27th May.                  No.3 – 30th May.                       No.4 – 1st June.           

Photographers [ ©] in order of reporting : 

1. Sally Boyce, Holme Marsh’s & our local Herefordshire newspaper journalist. 

2. Isobel Hutton, from Lyonshall’s well established Farming family. 

3. Jennifer and Eric Hill, both very welcome new Lyonshall village residents. 

4. Dave and Dinah Appleby, great spotters of unusual wildlife living in Burgage Close. 

Thank you all – this ‘shy’ fungus obviously deserved our maximum attention. ☺ 

 

The Dryad’s Saddle (Polyporus squamosus), also known as the Scaly Polypore or Pheasant’s 

Back, is the largest capped ‘bracket’ mushroom in the UK with an average cap width of 60 

cm. We have seen them in Lyonshall before but never ones of this size and splendour. It 

grows on deciduous trees and stumps, in this case a Sycamore and may occasionally 

become so heavy that it falls off the host tree under its own weight. They usually last for 

about 6 months but can last longer.  This crop is on a “Veteran Tree” alongside Lynhales 

Drive [Bridleway/Path]. 

They are not poisonous but they generally get so tough as they get older that you would 

have to be desperate to try cooking one! 

The name “Dryad’s Saddle ” derives from the ancient mythology that dryads (woodland 

nymphs) used to sit on them in order to ride their fairy steeds!  

We couldn’t cap that (no pun intended !) even if we had any other fungal information! Less 

‘important’ mushrooms will just have to wait their turn until June.  ☺ 

 

Lyonshall’s Weather in May  

 

Yes – thank you BBC Weather et all!  We know!  May was WET! 



May was a bit disappointing for some of us but look on the bright side of life – The sun may 

not have “shined on us” a lot but “the grass grew”.  It was very wet compared to other Mays 

but we had little flooding (thanks for the drainage clearances by out Councils) and it never 

got ‘That’ cold – did it?  We had at least one Sunny Day on each Bank Holiday and no Gales 

or Storms hit our Parish.   It was just a bit dreary in “Lockdown” but we have survived worse! 

 

Comment 

Last month, after mentioning the only comparatively dry bit in the Parish in the context of 

Adders, I suggested I might write about Lyonshall’s myriad springs, ponds, streams and 

ditches this month. Many of these go unnoticed most of the time but they play a very 

important part in the Parish’s history and in its future, as well as in how we live within the 

countryside now. It’s a complicated subject which deserves some serious attention.  

However, it is neither a major contributor to climatic variation nor much affected by it; nor 

will a study of Lyonshall watercourses raise the spirits among people affected by pandemic 

despondency. Timing is not critical. So I am hoping to put something together for the June 

issue, perhaps as an Appendix, and would like to invite contributions on the subject as well 

as the usual wildlife and natural history observations. 

 

In its early days, the Lyonshall Country Diary was largely an inventory of our flora and fauna. 

More recently, and especially since the outbreak of Covid-19 and the consequent 

restrictions on travel etc, I have tried to take a more light-hearted approach, to encourage 

enjoyment and interest in the flora and fauna we can see from our windows or within easy 

walking distance. Now perhaps it’s time to change again and look at the local Lyonshall 

countryside as a whole – or am I being pretentious!!!   Your opinions & comment, please! 

 

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS, verbal or photographic, amateur or expert, gratefully received at 

jcvqa@btinternet.com 

 

 

PHOTOGRAPHS THAT DID NOT MAKE THE CUT THIS MONTH> 

 

                      
      ‘Skunk Cabbage’ © Kate L.               Newly  ‘hatched’ Blue Tit egg.                                 ‘Woodruff’. 
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